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How
inmuch has the fieldofartificial
telligence
progressedin the past decade?

We've

achieved

incredible

successes

with artificialintelligence
(AI) that imrobot that
pact our lives every day.

beats the world chess champion
today
like the most
that seems
trivial thing,
but people used to think that chess was
the most challenging
thingand that you
couldn't go further than that.
it seems
to me
Really? Intuitively,
that chess is relatively
easy to
compared to, say, the processes

decipher
ofgroup

decision-making.
True, but that's retrospective
wisdom
that chess is easier than soccer,
for instance. Soccer in robotics is very
when
hard. But in
,6591
they started
with it,they didn't think so. Often, itmay
to say

seem

that the fathers of the field

were

arrogant in the declarations they made.
think

they justdidn't grasp the magnitude of the problem theywere
facing.
You entered the university
today,the
system

identified your
number,
comnumber
it had recorded in

pared it to

the system, and the gate opened. don't
think any of the people who built this

system realized that it does something
that once
was
considered straightout
of science fiction. Computerized optics
is field that began within AI, became
scientific field unto itself,and today has
made such great achievements
that it is
built into commercial
systems, too.
when you say the
What do you mean
fathersof the fielddidn't grasp the magnitude of the problem they were
facing.
What's the
The more

problem?

find that the
the problem

we

progress,
and

narrower

the
more

more

we

defined

like chess, for instance
the more
successful we are. We can see
what works, what doesn't work, and adto do somevance.
We can't yet manage
thingbroader: to create something that
can
play chess by computer and then
car
and drive, and then open
get in
the door too.
This sort of thingused to be thought
of in terms of the Turing Test: Can an
AI softwareprogram
into
foolsomeone
thinkingthat they'redealing with an
actual person?
When
you reallythink about it, the
TuringTest is an invalid one. But stillit
raises some
interestingphilosophical

questions.Are we capable of creating
human
behavior that an outside person,
being,willjudge to be human? And we've
passedthis test many times within specific context. We've built simulators in
which the simulated pilots
performed so
well that the

military
personnelthought,

an
while, that there was
actual human pilot
there.
This can be done onlywhen the fieldis
So how would you dekept very narrow.
finethis missingfactor?
don't know.
think we're missing
something in the architecture. How the
brain works, what its parts are, and how
with one
another in
they communicate
order to obtain this productthat we call

at least for

intelligence.
Can you giveme some
examples ofapthat you'reworkpliedresearch projects
with the Defense Ministry,
ing on
for
example?
In recent years we've been working
lot on robotic patrols how
team should
behave
on
patrol,how it should move
infiltraalong fence in order to identify
tions,and so on. Another example:In the
army
they use small robots that broadcast video. These can be put into the field
or
ahead of the force to find explosives
hostile elements. In collaboration with
called Cogniteam,we built
company
combined
software and hardware
system that can be put on such
robot, and
then
singleoperator can control severand obtain
al robots at once
precisearchitectural sketch of the site.The robots

work togetheras
team; they divide up
the tasks and the areas,
they coordinate
and respond to orders, but they have the
to choose

autonomy

they

are

robots

are

where to go, unless
told otherwise. When
several
working in tandem, the map-

ping takes much

less time and we
the risk for the soldiers who are
outside.

lessen

waiting

did you get into robotics?
and stillam,
was,
bigfan of science
fictionand [Isaac]Asimov. Not long ago
How

realized
that you
bots ever.

dream and bought this head
here, of one of the first roAs
kid thoughtrobots were

see

reallycool, and
torate

back

as

in AI, and

an

adult

did my

through that

to robotics. What

interests

doccame
me

is

in general in animals, in
intelligence
people and in robots. Today, deal with

the parts that comprise the social brain.
Robots
learn to function in
can

society?
That's what
want them to do.
Will we see things
from the world ofsocial psychology,
like social proof,where
robots are concerned?
That interests me

much
and
very
doesn't exist at all in robots. On the applied level it could happen. There's
company

called Kiva

Systems that builds

sold to Amazon
for hunrobots and was
mildreds of millions of dollars
577$[
lion, in March
Think about it at
.]2102
Amazon
you've got vast range of products, each order is totally
different, and
before the robots came
along the workers
had to walk miles in the warehouses
to

collect

create

things for each order. Kiva

system of robots that go to the

shelves

and bring the products to the
Hundreds
of robots are being
warehouse
this way
operated inside
and they don't collide.So you think, Wow,
here.
there's social intelligence
But
don't think it'ssufficient. If they
human
were
workers, would you have to
explainto them what to do so as not to
collide? We have intuitive understanding,and what interests me is gettingat
workers.

these mechanisms
that enable brains to
work togetherwith other brains.
And how will this happen?
don't know.
wrote an article about
the idea of lookingat studies done in social psychologyand neuroscience

to

try

to understand

what differentiates people
with autism from peoplewithout autism.
And
thoughtthis could be looked at as

metaphor.We program
correctlywithin very

robots to behave
narrow

contexts,

and it'svery similar to how you teach
with Asperger'ssyndrome, for
person
certain social
example, to behave in
context.

That's
spot-on comparison because
they are taught these abilities without
that the behavior will be
any expectation
motivated.
internally
Exactly. don't know how to translate

it yet because the levels of abstraction
are
so different. But
reallybelieve that
such mechanisms
of social connectivity
exist, and robots justdon't have that. It
doesn't come
from inside.
What about autonomous
thinking?
want to make autonomous
thinking

We
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What interestsme
in
isintelligence

general inanimals,
in peopleand in
robots,Today,deal
with the partsthat
comprisethe social

brain.'

but we don't
possible,
be totally
autonomous.

want

the robot to

Do you want your
cleaner to decide that it doesn't

vacuum

feel like

vacuuming today?

But

wait:

decides itdoesn't feel
Maybe the vacuum
like working because it consulted with
the computer from the electric company
and decided it would be cheaper to work
at night?How
many
people could deal
with this? Very few, think.
How
do you understand the concept of
autonomous
think
thinkingin robots?

peoplehave this notion that itwould
with Judgment
be connected somehow
Day or the day when robots take over the
most

world.
thinkWe're witnessingautonomous
ing by machines all the time. Why isn't
anyone
upset that the washing machine
is autonomous?
It performs decision-

such as how
processes,
to continue the cycledepending on

making

the

of dirt. That's decision making
way
you look at it;it just doesn't

amount

any

long

seem

criticalto

temptationto

us.

Why does the idea ofrobots havingautonomous
thinkingdisturb us? Is it the
Frankenstein syndrome?
Once
tried to argue that it's
Possibly.
not scary. Then

that there's no
are

came

to the realization

pointfighting
peoplewho

genuinelyfearful of this.
Are you fearful?
what would
No.
was
asked once

pen if robots take

questionermeant
"What

if

we

over.

by

become

asked what the
that, and he said,

dependent on the

so.

Why
on

is that?
the market

to-

day look like human. So why do people
take the Roomba
[a cleaningrobot]with
them on
familytripas ifitwere
pet?
can't understand it.
guess that for you it'sthe opposite.
Because you work in this fieldand know
well, you'renot susceptible
to the
rather naive and childish perception
many peoplehave ofrobots, perception
that isfed by popularculture.
don't want to judge this perception,
which comes
out of
certain cultural
context
from the Golem of Prague to
Frankenstein. We grew up on tales of
paradiseand of technologythat is bigger
than

us.
It's
Judeo-Christian concept,
narrative that exists in our culture, in
which there are thingsthat are forbidden

and shouldn't be known

or

erwise

or

on

it'svery hard

do

of the robots

it so

hap-

robot to the pointwhere we can't manage without it?" answered: "Could you
now
turn off your telephone
for week?"
He said yes, but itwould be very hard. So
does that mean
the telephonehas taken
control of you? If your Windows
crashes,
hasn't itgone out of control? It'sannoying,
but we're not claimingittried to take control over you. That's humanization of the
robot.
True, and

None

to resist the

us

touched, oth-

take revenge
all the cliches about artificialin-

take
they'll

that you
telligence

over

find in science-fiction

movies. But when you look at ordinary
life,that'snot what's happenday-to-day
ing.The questionis how peoplefunction
when
new
technologycomes
along,and,
when
look at history,
I'm optimistic.

Why? We've invented lots of ways to
killourselves with technology.
Such as?
Cars. Cigarettes.
Tanningbeds.
The car isn't killing
us. We're
giving
ourselves more
to hurt ourselves
power
and others. In the end we see, throughout
that technologies
history,
developed,and
then peoplefound creative as well as terrible ways

them.
creative and terrible way
robot?
to use

In what
use

In

exactlythe

same

can

creative and ter-

rible way
of your
make
use
you can
think that when talkwashing machine.
ing about the ethics of robots, one has to
think about the ethics of the use of machines. Someone
once
what
asked me
would happen if his wife fellin love
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with
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robot. How

am
supposed to
questionlike that? Someone

answer

said that
treat robots as maelse once
chines and itreminds him of parents who
suppress their child's desire to grow and

develop.
You see! We have
dialectical attitude
toward robots. On the one hand we want
them to be similar to us and have human
and on the other we're afraid
qualities,
of
them. And that'sbeforewe've even begun
to talk about singular
robots or cyborgs.

think what you keep tryingto ask, in
different ways, is what differentiates the
human from the machine.
Yes. And what's the answer?
That we
don't know. And we
won't
know for
You don't
long time to come.
know
what makes
another person hu-

for the exit

run

you

you'refamiliar with,
one
rightin front of

ifthere's another

even

you. In computer science terms,

took the processor and
Pentium
to
Pentium

someone

changed itfrom
while your op-

eratingsystem was running.Emotions
have
deep connection to our physiology.
Stress is very physiological
thing.
in love. In each case
Or falling
we're
unable
to
the
distinguishbetween
physicalarousal and the emotions and
thoughtsthat itspawns.
Exactly.And it'svery hard for me to
see
in people and
argue, given what
in robots, that thought is reallysomething that's detached from everything
else. And

when

start to think about

you

thoughtas somethingthat'snot detached,
it'shard to make the separation
and say

man.

that emotions

we

body but the pure soul is.
Thought is not detached, that's clear.
It's also why robots can
make decisions

We call itthe soul and the mind, but
don't know. We can say that
human
is somethingthat'snot covered in fur and
is littlesimilar to an ape, but does that
of
human
capture the essence
being?
Therefore, when I'm asked these questions, give simplistic
answer.
Can robots killme? No. Can peopleuse robots to
killme? Yes. Can peopleuse the block of
paper you'renow
holdingin your hand to
killme? Yes.
We're approaching that moment.
So

let'sreturn to the original
Can
question:
machine be human?
The answer
is yes. And we have proof
We are
machine
That's sophistry.

us.

It's not
divine

spark,or

within

us.

very

because itrules out the
the nonmaterial
body

It's

anvery disappointing
I'd like to think that
Really.
there are thingsbeyond the material.
Did you always think that way, or was
to because of
this an insight
you came
your work in artificial
intelligence?
I'm stillpondering this question.
I'll
as
understand
give you the answer
There
were
it now.
periods in which,
when
forthoughtabout intelligence,
mulated it to myself in terms of finding
the answer.
Look at the philosophyof
Descartes: He talks about the separation
between body and mind, and this is way
suited for
of thinkingthat's especially
from the pure computpeoplewho come

swer

er

for

me.

sciences, where

what interests them

reallyjustthe software.
without the body.
The
more

more
see

not detached

we

from

the

can.

they

areas

can

al-

better decisions than

automatic pilots
more
efficient,
much
way than human pilots.
I'm 42 now.
have 25 years to go until
retirement.
can't tell you today what
makes
us unique as human
beings.And
make, the more
the more
progress
suspect that it'snot somethingloftyand
we

In many

can.

cases,

will

respond in
quickand correct

not

physicaleither.

So it's...?

sophistryat all. It's

strong statement

much better than
True. In narrow
ready make much

and
spiritual,

that is human.

are

The

is

intelligence

Something that's related

to your madon't yet understand how
it'screated, but that doesn't mean
it'snot
mechanical. It'snot from above and not

chine, that

we

from infrom the hidden world. It comes
side of us, from inside this machine that's
called human being.
once
had
literature teacher who
in
analyzed poems
very mechanical
while it reallybothered me,
way. For
and then
the mental
learned to make

switch between
the poetry and

derstandingof
created. But both of these states of beWhen you look at picture
ingare right.
of beautiful rose you admire the beauthough you could also go over
pixeland change what shade

ty,even

it pixelby
itis.
And

these

coming from

get into robotics, the
the influences of the

body on
you're irri-

the way of thinking.
When
tated or scared or excited, your way of
thinkingchanges.When you'rein panic

just wanting to enjoy
wanting technical unhow all this beauty is

build

very
someone

moving
who's

words

are

tryingto

brain.

Who's

been

tryingfor

more

than 15

brain.
years to understand how to build
Basically,build robot brains and keep

tryingto understand

